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Insights on cholinium- and piperazinium-based ionic liquids under external
electric fields: A molecular dynamics study
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The rotational and translational response of cholinium benzoate, cholinium salicylate, piperazinium
benzoate, and piperazinium salicylate to static and dynamic external electric fields was studied using
non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations. The existence of strong intrinsic electric fields in
the studied fluids requires intensities larger than 0.25 V Å−1 to obtain remarkable changes in the flu-
ids’ properties, such as rotational motion, dipolar alignment, or ion diffusivities. Very effective dipo-
lar alignment with the applied fields is obtained showing rotational motions in the direction of the
applied field, increasing with field intensity and decreasing with field frequency. Translational move-
ment is clearly improved by the applied fields specially for strong fields and low frequencies, which
lead to ionic diffusivities increasing up to two orders of magnitude for the stronger fields in com-
parison with zero field situations, and thus, increasing remarkably fluids’ electrical conductivity. The
effect of external electric fields on the studied ionic liquids is weaker than in common imidazolium-
based ionic liquids. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4839635]

I. INTRODUCTION

Ionic liquids have outstanding characteristics, such as
almost null vapor pressure, wide liquid range, high degra-
dation temperature, and high solubility for relevant gases,
to mention some. Therefore, applications for many differ-
ent technologies have been proposed.1–5 In the last years,
there has been tremendous increase in published journal
articles related with ionic liquids those which cover their
properties6, 7 via both experimental8–10 and computational
approaches.11–14 The main advantage of these compounds
is the possibility of designing ion combinations leading to
fluids with suitable properties for many relevant technologi-
cal applications.15 Nevertheless, this remarkable advantage,
which has leaded to name these compounds as designer-
fluids, requires a deep understanding of ions structure, be-
havior at the nanoscopic level, and the factors effecting the
macroscopic properties.16–18 Likewise, the possibility of mil-
lions of anion–cation combinations leading to ionic liquids,13

is on one side a clear technological advantage, but on the
other side requires systematic studies to fulfill the required
structure–property relationships. The available studies in the
literature have been centered up to recent years in the most
common families of ionic liquids, like those based in the clas-
sical imidazolium-based ionic liquids combined with halo-
genated cations.7 The available toxicological and biodegrad-
ability studies have showed remarkable problems for many of
these families of ionic liquids,19 which combined with their
large costs that leads the need of new families of ionic liq-
uids with more suitable and tunable properties.20 In recent
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works,21, 22 we have analyzed the properties of cholinium- and
piperazinium-based ionic liquids, containing environmen-
tally friendly anions. These ionic liquids have showed null
toxicity,23 good biodegradability and may be produced at low
cost,24, 25 which would make them suitable for many different
industrial applications. Our previous studies on cholinium-
and piperazinium-based ionic liquids were centered on the
analysis using molecular dynamics simulations of their prop-
erties as pure state for some relevant applications such as CO2

capture, or on the behavior as ionanofluids with carbon nan-
otubes presence.21, 22 In this work, we report the results of our
studies on the properties of these families of ionic liquids un-
der an external electric field (EEF) both static and dynamic,
using molecular dynamics simulations.

Studies on the properties of ionic liquids under EEF are
scarce in the literature, and all of them were carried out for
imidazolium-based ionic liquids, both in the pure state and af-
ter mixing them with fluids such as water. Daily and Micci26

and Wang27 carried out molecular dynamics simulations on
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate and 1-octil-3-
methylimidazolium nitrate, respectively, under static EEFs
using coarse grained approaches. English et al.28 reported
molecular dynamics studies on dimethylimidazolium hexaflu-
orophosphate under static and dynamic EEFs showing ohmic
loss and dielectric relaxation mechanism. Zhao et al.29 car-
ried out simulations on 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetraflu-
oroborate under static EEFs analyzing the structural changes
upon field application and changes in hydrogen bonding dis-
tribution. Studies on mixtures of ionic liquids + water mix-
tures under static EEFs were carried out by English and
Mooney30, 31 showing ionic liquids responding frequencies re-
markably much lower than that of water. Sha et al.32 reported
a very interesting study in which the highly hydrophobic
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1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium ionic liquid was evolved to hy-
drophilic one with the application of a static EEF, and thus,
water–ionic liquid systems changed from two-phase to sin-
gle phase system. Therefore, up to our knowledge, this is the
first available molecular dynamics study on the behavior on
non-classic ionic liquids under EEFs. The objectives of this
computational chemistry work are (i) analyze the behavior of
cholinium and piperazinium-based ionic liquids under static
and dynamic EEFs, considering the effects of fields intensity
and frequency; (ii) infer the cation (cholinium, [CH]+, and
methylpiperazinium, [MP]+) and anion (benzoate, [BE]−,
and salicylate, [SA]−) effect on the response to the EEFs, and
(iii) obtain a nanoscopic vision on the structural and dynam-
ics response to the applied fields. The use of non-equilibrium
molecular dynamics simulations would provide valuable in-
formation for these new fluids under EEFs, which is of re-
markable importance for their application in fields such as
microwave synthesis, dipolar heating, or improvement of syn-
thetic processes carried out in these ionic liquids.28

II. METHODOLOGY

Classical molecular dynamics simulations were car-
ried out using the MDynaMix v.5.0 molecular modelling
package.33 Ions, Figure 1, were described according to the
all-atom force field parameterizations described in previous
works for cholinium-based compounds,21, 22 and with the
parameterization for methylpyperazinium cation reported in
Table SI (supplementary material).46 Cubic boxes used along
the simulations contain 125 ion pairs and they were initially
built placing randomly the corresponding ions in a FCC lat-
tice at low density (∼0.2 g cm−3), to avoid any overlapping
between the ions. The equations of motion were solved by
Tuckerman–Berne double time step algorithm,34 with long
and short time steps of 2 and 0.2 fs, respectively. The Ewald
summation method35 was implemented for the Coulombic in-
teractions with a convergence parameter of 4.5 nm−1, a cut-
off radius of 1.5 nm for the real space part, and 9 terms for
the reciprocal part. Periodic boundary conditions were used
for the three directions. The homogeneous EEF was applied

FIG. 1. Molecular structure of the ions involved in the studied ionic liquids.

along the z-direction, and it is described in Eq. (1):

E(t) = Emax × cos(2πωt), (1)

where Emax and ω stands for the field amplitude and fre-
quency, respectively. English and Mooney31 showed that field
intensities in the range of 0.1 V Å−1 are required to ob-
serve tangible effects within molecular dynamics simulations
reasonable timescales. English and Mooney28 also showed
2.45 GHz as a key frequency, because it is available in many
commercial microwave reactors, and because frequencies be-
low this require too long simulations to obtain reliable results.
Therefore, considering these literature results, we have car-
ried out (i) static EEF simulations, with Emax = 0.10, 0.25,
and 1 V Å−1 (ω = 0) and (ii) dynamic EEF simulations,
with Emax = 1 V Å−1 combined with ω = 2.45, 10, 50, and
200 GHz. These seven EEFs were applied to each studied
ionic liquid.

The simulation procedure was split into two steps. First,
equilibration, no EEF, was carried out using the NPT en-
semble at 450 K and 0.1 MPa for 1.2 ns. The selection of
the temperature to carry out the simulations was done con-
sidering the high viscosity of the studied fluids, in order to
improve the dynamics. Then, non-equilibrium molecular dy-
namics simulations in the NPT ensemble (NNPT) at 450 K
and 0.1 MPa were done using the output of the equilibra-
tion step and applying the corresponding EEF for 3 ns, the
first ns was used for equilibration purposes, and the last two
ns were used for production purposes. The simulations were
carried out using the Nose–Hoover method,36 with 30 and
1000 fs coupling constants to control the temperature and
pressure, respectively, of the simulation systems. Nose-
Hoover thermostat was developed for equilibrium states, and
thus, its use for NNPT simulations leads to remarkable prob-
lems, as with any other kinetic type thermostat. The applied
EEFs lead to induced ionic anisotropic motion in opposite
directions, and thus, although there is no net mass flow,28

this induced drift motion contributes to the total kinetic en-
ergy, but the kinetic thermostats such as Noose-Hoover are not
able to separate these athermal (induced by EEFs) from ther-
mal effects. Therefore, the direct application of kinetic ther-
mostats to non-equilibrium situations produces a freezing ef-
fect: the thermostats overestimate the kinetic energy, and thus,
underestimate the dynamics of the studied systems.37, 38 Nev-
ertheless, it should be remarked that the absence of a proper
definition of temperature for non-equilibrium situations has
led to a common use of kinetic type thermostats for non-
equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations, including those
of ionic liquids under EEFs,28–31 even for fields larger than
1 V Å−1.27, 29, 39 For equilibrium situations the temperature
is defined from kinetic energy and the equipartion principle,
whereas the extension of this definition to the case of non-
equilibrium states is not possible, and thus, as stated by Pe-
travic and Delhommelle “it is possible that a unique definition
even does not exist for such systems.”38 Therefore, the discus-
sion of the suitability of the application of kinetic thermostats
to non-equilibrium cases should stand on the quantification of
the induced errors, which could be analyzed from the calcu-
lation of the drift energy induced by the EEFs. Petravic and
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Delhommelle38 analysed the dependence of non-equilibrium
molecular dynamics simulations results on the type of ap-
plied thermostat, traditional kinetic type thermostats were
compared with a new configurational type temperature ap-
proach, which they considered as more suitable. Their results
showed almost negligible differences for EEFs weaker than
0.1 V Å−1, and even small differences for EEFs in the 0.1–
0.5 V Å−1 range. For example, differences in calculated elec-
trical conductivity of molten NaCl are in the 4%–17% range
for EEFs in the 0.2–0.5 V Å−1 range when comparing kinetic
with configurational thermostat, being larger for the config-
urational thermostat as it may be expected from the previ-
ously mentioned freezing effect for kinetic thermostats. These
facts were also recently confirmed for non-equilibrium molec-
ular dynamics simulations of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
nitrate ionic liquid under EEFs by Shi and Wang,40 who
showed that for weak EEFs drift energy is less than 0.5%
of the total kinetic energy, and even for fields as strong as
0.1 V Å−1 drift energy is only 12% of the total kinetic en-
ergy. The EEFs applied in the present work are 0.1, 0.25, and
1 V Å−1, and thus, according to Petravic and Delhommelle38

and Shi and Wang,40 Nose-Hoover kinetic type thermostat can
be applied with a reasonable error to simulations under 0.1
and 0.25 V Å−1 EEFs, the question rises on the applicability
of this method to simulations under 1 V Å−1 EEFs. There-
fore, to assess the validity of our molecular dynamics sim-
ulations under static 1 V Å−1 EEFs we have calculated the
drift energy and compared it total kinetic energy according
to Shi and Wang,40 which are 24%, 25%, 22%, and 20%, for
[SA][CH], [BE][CH], [SA][MP], and [BE][MP], respectively.
These values, although large, allow to apply the Nose-Hoover
thermostat to our systems under the very strong 1 V Å−1

EEFs. Likewise, considering the values reported by Shi and
Wang40 for 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium nitrate ionic liquid
under 0.1 V Å−1 EEF, we should have expected larger val-
ues of drift energies for our simulations under 1 V Å−1: an
increase in the order of magnitude of the applied EEFs leads
a roughly double drift energy percentage for our ionic liq-
uids. The reason for these moderate drift energy contributions
to the total kinetic energy stands on the larger viscosity of
the ionic liquids studied in this work in comparison with 1-
ethyl-3-methylimidazolium nitrate. For example, the exper-
imental viscosity of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium nitrate at
313 K is 33.8 mPa s,41 whereas values reported previously by
our group were 1540 and 1322 mPa s at 313 K, for [SA][CH]
and [BE][CH], respectively,22 899 and 693 mPa s at 303 K, for
[SA][MP] and [BE][MP], respectively.42 Moreover, dynamic
viscosities from molecular dynamics simulations in absence
of EEF at 450 K were calculated using Green-Kubo method
leading to 18 ± 3, 19 ± 3, 36 ± 7, 32 ± 6 mPa s for [SA][CH],
[SA][MP], [SA][MP], and [BE][MP], respectively. Therefore,
the use of kinetic thermostat in our simulations under 1 V
Å−1 should slows down the dynamics of our systems, but on
one side this effect is moderate (drift energy in the 20%–25%
range for all the studied systems), and on the other side it
does not change the qualitative trends of the reported prop-
erties because as it will be discussed along the manuscript
the self-diffusion coefficients increase on going from 0 to
1 V Å−1 EEFs.

The calculated viscosities for the studied ionic liquids
are in the 18–36 mPa s at 450 K in absence of EEFs. Al-
though these values are advantageous for the application of
kinetic thermostats under strong EEFs as reported in previous
paragraphs, they may raise doubts about if the applied simu-
lation time (1.2 ns pre-equilibration + 3 ns under the EEFs)
is sufficient for these sluggish fluids. Although the dynam-
ics of the fluids is accelerated a the considered temperature
in comparison with the very viscous character at tempera-
tures close to the ambient one, the viscosity values at 450
K are still large. Shi and Wang,40 analyzed the evolution of
potential energy and calculated self-diffusion coefficients for
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium nitrate ionic liquid at 400 K as
a function of simulation time showing no changes for simu-
lation times larger than 0.5 ns, and thus, they carried out 2–4
ns simulations to study the structural and dynamic properties
of the corresponding ionic liquid. Nevertheless, the viscosity
of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium nitrate ionic liquid is roughly
an order of magnitude lower than those for the ionic liquids
studied in this work, and although simulations in this work
were carried out at 450 K, the validity of the used timeframe
should be checked. Therefore, according to Shi and Wang,40

the evolution of potential energy and self-diffusion coefficient
for [SA][MP] (the most viscous ionic liquid studied in this
work, analogous results were obtained for the remaining flu-
ids) are reported in Figure SI (supplementary material).46 The
results showed in Figure SI do not show remarkable changes
for simulation times larger than 1 ns, and thus we may con-
sider that the applied simulation timeframe is long enough
to capture the main structural and dynamic properties of the
studied systems. Moreover, in the case of dynamic EEFs, the
periods corresponding to each applied dynamic EEF are 408,
100, 20, and 5 ps, and thus the considered 3 ns simulations
may provide statistically meaningful results for all the stud-
ied dynamic fields.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results reported in this work allow inferring the be-
haviour of the studied ionic liquids under static and dynamic
EEFs. The effect of external EEFs on ionic liquids structuring
depends on the values of intrinsic electric fields, Eint, within
the ionic liquids. Zhang et al.43 obtained the values of intrin-
sic electric fields in imizadolium-based ionic liquids for the
first time by using vibrational stark effect spectroscopy and
molecular dynamics simulation. These authors surprisingly
showed that intrinsic electric fields in the studied ionic liq-
uids are only slightly larger than in common molecular liq-
uids. They also showed a strong dependency of intrinsic elec-
tric fields on anion and cation structure, because of two main
factors: (i) ions sizes, because of their effect on ions separa-
tion, and (ii) charge delocalization increasing intrinsic fields’
intensity.43 Therefore, the strengths of intrinsic electric fields
leads to different intensities of EEFs required destroying the
spatial heterogeneous arrangements for each ionic liquid. It
has been showed that for the classic imidazolium-based ionic
liquids, EEFs larger than 0.1 V Å−1 are required to mod-
ify the spatial structure.27, 39, 43 Intrinsic electric fields for the
cholinium and piperazinium based ionic liquids studied in this
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TABLE I. Intrinsic electric fields in the studied ionic liquids, Eint, obtained
from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K.

Eint (V Å−1)

Ionic liquid Anion Cation

[BE][CH] 0.36 0.31
[SA][CH] 0.33 0.29
[BE][MP] 0.34 0.29
[SA][MP] 0.31 0.27

work were calculate from molecular dynamics simulations
results of fluids at 450 K, according to the procedure by Zhang
et al.,43 Table I. The Eint values reported in Table I are in the
0.3 V Å−1 range for the studied cations and anions, which
is slightly larger than the values reported by Zhang et al.43

for imidazolium based ionic liquids (∼0.15–0.25 V Å−1).
The Eint could be justified considering the moderate size of
the studied ions together with the charge delocalization across
the aromatic rings in the considered anions, which would lead
to large Eint values. Simulations under EEFs were carried out
in this work for 0.10, 0.25, and 1 V Å−1 strengths. There-
fore, the effect of these EEFs on the ionic liquids should be
very different for EEFs larger or lower than the reported Eint.
For E < Eint, the ionic liquids would maintain their hetero-
geneous spatial structure, at least in a certain degree, whereas
for E > Eint ion dipoles will tend to be totally aligned with
the applied EEFs. The evolution of the spatial structure and
dynamic properties with the applied EEFs are also shown in
the next paragraphs.

The studied EEFs were applied along the z-axis during
the molecular dynamics simulations, therefore, we have cal-
culated the z-component of the total dipole moment, μz, to
analyse the anion and cation dipolar distribution in the stud-
ied fluids. Total dipole moment, and its z-component, is cal-
culated by summing the individual dipoles of the involved
ions:28

μZ =
N∑

i=1

μZ,i, (2)

where μZ,i stands for the individual dipole moment of each
of N ions. Time evolution of μZ under static EEFs is re-
ported in Figure 2, the reported results show almost con-
stant values after equilibration. Likewise, the values of the
calculated μz are reported in Table II as a function of static
EEFs strength. The values reported in Table II show a non-
linear increase of Eint with the intensity of the applied elec-
tric field, which is in agreement with the Eint values re-
ported in previous paragraphs. Results reported in Figure 2
and Table II show μZ values almost twice for anions than
for cations, both for [CH] and [MP] containing fluids. More-
over, μZ values are larger for [SH] than for [BE] anions,
both with [CH] and [MP] cations. The large μZ values for
the studied anions can be justified considering the structure
of the anions and the effect of the charge distribution used
in the applied forcefield parameterization on the anions. In
the case of cations, the presence of the aromatic ring to-

FIG. 2. z-component of total dipole moment, μZ, (125 ion pairs) for (a) an-
ions and (b) cations under static external electric fields (Emax = 1 V Å−1, ω

= 0) as a function of simulation time, t. Values obtained from NVT molec-
ular dynamics simulations at 450 K for the reported ionic liquids. Results
are reported for the first 1 ns after system equilibration. Color code: (black)
[BE][CH], (blue) [SA][CH], (red) [BE][MP], and (green) [SA][MP].

gether with the carboxylate head group leads to strongly polar
molecules, for [CH] and [MP] anions the polarity rises from
the OH/COO and NH2 head groups, respectively. The calcu-
lated dipole moments for isolated ions in absence of EEF, with
the charge distributions used in this work, are 9.4, 10.8, 6.4
and 6.0 D for [BE], [SA], [CH] and [MP] ions, respectively,
which would justify the behaviour under EEFs reported in
Table II. The dipole moments for these isolated ions are re-
ported in Figure SII (supplementary material)46 extend from
COO groups toward the aromatic ring in [BE] anion and the
vector is skewed by the presence of hydroxyl group in [SA]
anion, this charge delocalization across the aromatic rings
would justify the large values of dipole moments in the stud-
ied anions. Likewise, dipole moments in [CH] cation evolve
from the hydroxyl group toward the nitrogen atom, whereas in
the case of [MP] cation it goes from the methyl group through
the piperazinium ring. The presence of the hydroxyl group in
[CH] would justify the larger dipole moments in comparison
with [MP] cation, Table II. The EEFs used in this work were
applied along the z-axis, and thus, it is useful to calculate the
z-component of dipole moment alignment to quantify the ef-
fect of applied fields. Therefore, we have defined the percent-

TABLE II. z-component of the total dipole moment, μZ, for anions and
cations in the studied ionic liquids under static external electric fields, E.
Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K.

[BE][CH] [SA][CH] [BE][MP] [BE][MP]

[BE] [CH] [SA] [CH] [BE] [MP] [SA] [MP]

E (V A−1) μZ (D)

0 60 33 84 43 40 10 50 12
0.1 503 342 480 293 115 25 161 30
0.25 810 442 911 413 387 82 599 257
1 1107 628 1290 616 1077 624 1252 627
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FIG. 3. Percentage of z-component of total dipole moment alignment, % α, defined according to Eq. (3), for (a) anions and (b) cations under static external
electric fields (ω = 0) as a function of field intensity (E = Emax). Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K for the reported ionic
liquids. Continuous lines are showed for guiding purposes.

age of z-component of dipole alignment, % α, according to
the method proposed by English et al., Eq. (2):28

% α = 100 × 〈max |μz|〉
N〈μ0,z〉 . (3)

This definition of % α compares, time-averages, values of the
z-component of the total dipole moment, μz, numerator in
Eq. (3), with a hypothetical state in which all the dipoles were
totally aligned with the EEFs applied along the z-direction,
denominator in Eq. (3). This hypothetical total alignment
state is calculated from the dipole moment of every of the
N monomers, totally aligned with the field, μ0,Z. We report
in Figure 3 the extent of dipole alignment under static EEFs,
as a function of field intensity, both for anions, Figure 3(a),
and cations, Figure 3(b). Results reported in Figure 3 show
two well defined regions: % α increases steeply from null
field to field with 0.25 V Å−1, whereas for stronger fields
the z-alignment changes slowly. This is in agreement with
the intrinsic electric fields reported in Table I, the applied
EEFs have to overcome the intrinsic fields within every ionic
liquid to allow dipoles align the applied EEF. Likewise, an-
ions alignment is more important than for cations, which is in
agreement with the almost double values of dipole moments
for anions than for cations reported in Table II. Moreover,
ion alignment is related with the type of counterion present
in each liquid, anion alignment for ionic liquids containing
[CH] cations is almost twice that of ionic liquids containing
[MP] cation, although these differences almost vanish for very
strong EEFs.

The behaviour of z-component of dipole moment under
dynamic EEFs, as a function of field frequency and simula-
tion time, is reported in Figures 4 and 5 for [BE][CH] at Emax

= 1 V Å−1; analogous results are obtained for the remain-
ing studied compounds. The periodicity of time evolution of
z-dipoles with applied EEFs is inferred from results reported
in Figure 4, ions evolve back and forth along the z-axis with
the applied dynamic field suffering a rotational motion to be
orientated with oscillating EEFs. The lag time, τ lag, charac-
terizing the rotation of individual ions in the direction of the

applied field is obtained from Eq. (4):

μZ,i(t) = μZ,i,0 × cos(ω(t − τlag)), (4)

FIG. 4. z-component total dipole moment (125 ion pairs) for [BE] anion
and [CH] cation in [BE][CH] under dynamic external electric fields (Emax

= 1 V Å−1) as a function of simulation time, t, and electric field frequency.
Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K for
the reported ionic liquids. Results are reported for the first 1 ns after system
equilibration. Continuous lines show values for [BE] anion and dashed lines
for [CH] cation.
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FIG. 5. z-component total dipole moment (125 ion pairs) for anions and
cations in [BE][CH] under dynamic external electric fields (Emax = 1 V Å−1)
as a function of simulation time, t, and electric field frequency. Results re-
ported for short times. Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics sim-
ulations at 450 K. Results are reported for the first 50 ps after system equi-
libration. Continuous lines show values for [BE] anion and dashed lines for
[CH] cation.

where μZ,i(t) and μZ,i,0 stands for the monomer dipole mo-
ments in the z-direction at times t and 0. Lag times reported in
Figure 5 are in the 10–0.5 ps range, decreasing with increas-
ing EEF frequency. Likewise, lag times are larger for anions
than for cations, larger for [BE] than for [SA], larger for [CH]
than for [MP]. Nevertheless, differences vanish for high fre-
quencies and the rotational motion of ions is characterized by
lag times lower than 1 ps for frequencies larger than 50 GHz.
The % α under dynamic EEFs is reported in Figure 7. Dipole
alignment, being larger for anions than for cations as we in-
ferred in previous paragraphs from static conditions, is very
large in the studied frequency range. This alignment is larger
than ∼90% for anions and ∼80% for cations up to 50 GHz,
and although the alignments decrease with increasing field
frequency only for simulations at 200 GHz we showed re-

markable dipole alignment decrease. This large frequency
range for optimal dipolar alignment is obtained considering
the large intensity of the applied field (Emax = 1 V Å−1),
and thus, in spite of the large moments of inertia of the in-
volved ions these ions may rotate with the applied field to
achieve the large degrees of alignment reported in Figure 7.
Therefore, although lag times reported in Figure 6 for
200 GHz are ∼0.5 ps, for all the involved anions and cations,
the field period is very low (5 ps) and thus ion dipoles do
not follow the changing EEFs as effectively as for EEFs with
lower frequencies, for which in spite of the larger lag times the
field period is larger enough to allow an effective arrangement
(80%–100%, Figure 7) of the dipoles with the applied EEFs.

The results reported in previous paragraphs allowed
studying the rotational motion of ions in response the applied
EEFs. Likewise, the translational behaviour of the studied
ions should be characterized, for this purpose we have cal-
culated the center of mass mean square displacement, msd,
under static and dynamic EEFs. The calculation of msd, and
of self-diffusion coefficients using Einstein’s equation, from
non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations should con-
sider the drift motion induced by the external fields in the
direction of the applied field. Therefore, to remove the ef-
fect of field one-direction induced diffusion, the relative msd
along the z-direction (in which EEFs were applied) was cal-
culated, and thus, this field-induced drift contribution was de-
ducted from the overall msd, according to Shi and Wang.40

Results under static EEFs for [BE][CH] are reported in
Figure 8 showing that ionic mobility increases remark-
ably with increasing intensity of applied EEFs, with an
almost parallel effect for anions and cations. The rota-
tional movement leading to the dipolar alignment with the
external EEFs along the z-direction, dipole alignment re-
ported in previous paragraphs, weakens anion-cation inter-
actions, and thus, improving ions translational movement.
Likewise, the counterion has a remarkable effect on molec-
ular mobility under EEFs, Figure 9, anions in [CH] con-
taining ionic liquids move faster than in [MP] containing
ionic liquids, [SA] moves faster than [BE], and [CH] moves
faster than [MP]. The calculated self-diffusion coefficients

FIG. 6. Lag time, τ lag, of the maximum dipole alignment with the applied dynamic external electric fields (Emax = 1 V Å−1) as a function of electric field
frequency. Values are calculated for (a) anions and (b) cations from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K for the reported ionic liquids. Continuous
lines are showed for guiding purposes.
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FIG. 7. Percentage of z-component of total dipole moment alignment, % α, defined according to Eq. (3), for (a) anions and (b) cations under dynamic external
electric fields (Emax = 1 V Å−1) as a function of field frequency. Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K for the reported ionic
liquids. Continuous lines are showed for guiding purposes.

FIG. 8. Mean square displacement, msd, for [BE] anion (continuous lines)
and [CH] cation (dashed lines) in [BE][CH] under static external elec-
tric fields (ω = 0) as a function of simulation time, t, and field intensity
(E = Emax). Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations
at 450 K. Results are reported for the first 1 ns after system equilibration.
Color code: (black) E = 0.1 V Å−1, (blue) E = 0.25 V Å−1, and (red)
E = 1 V Å−1.

are reported in Figure 10 under static EEFs. The effect of
EEFs intensity on ions diffusion is clearly nonlinear, for low
intensities self-diffusion changes very slowly whereas a sud-
den jump is obtained in the 0.1–0.25 V Å−1 and increasing
linearly for higher intensities. This effect was previously
reported by English et al.28 for imidazolium-based ionic
liquids, although they reported an onset on field intensity
effect in the 0.05–0.10 V Å−1 ranges, which is lower than
the value reported in this work for cholinium-based ionic
liquids, which could be justified considering the lower values
of intrinsic electric fields in imidazolium-based ionic liquids
reported by Zhang et al.43 These lower intrinsic electric fields
in imidazolium-based compounds lead to lower cohesive
energies, which have to be overcome by the EEFs to increase
translation motion of involved ions. Likewise, the effect of
increasing intensity is parallel for anions and cations for all
the studied ions. The translational behaviour under dynamic
EEFs is analysed in Figure 11 for [BE][CH], with analogous
results obtained for the remaining studied compounds.
Oscillating plots for msd are reported in Figure 11, especially

FIG. 9. Effect of counterions on mean square displacement, msd, for (a) anions and (b) cations in the reported ionic liquids under static external electric fields
(E = Emax = 0.25 V Å−1, ω = 0) as a function of simulation time, t. Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K. Results are reported
for the first 1 ns after system equilibration.
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FIG. 10. Self-diffusion coefficients, D, for (a) anions and (b) cations under static external electric fields (ω = 0) as a function of field intensity (E
= Emax). Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K for the reported ionic liquids. Continuous lines are showed for guiding
purposes.

FIG. 11. Mean square displacement, msd, for [BE] (continuous lines) and
[CH] (dashed lines) in [BE][CH] under dynamic external electric fields (Emax

= 1 V Å−1) as a function of simulation time, t, and field frequency. Values
obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K.

for the lower frequencies, these oscillations are damped with
increasing time for all the studied frequencies. Results re-
ported in Figure 11 show decreasing molecular mobility with
increasing field frequency, which is in agreement with the
evolution of dipolar alignment reported in Figure 7. The os-
cillating EEFs going back and forth along the +z and –z axis
should allow appreciable motion in each half-period, i.e., for
200 GHz half-period corresponds to only 2.5 ps, which then
does not allow appreciable translation, and thus, lower mo-
bility is obtained. The effect of counterions is analysed in
Figure 12, showing a parallel evolution with the effects re-
ported in Figure 9 under static conditions. The calculated
self-diffusion coefficients under dynamic EEFs are reported
in Table III, they were obtained using Einstein’s relation
under Fickian conditions. To probe that Fickian’s diffusion
is reached, the so-called β coefficient was calculated from
msd,44 Eq. (5), and included in Table III. β is around unity
for all the studied conditions, and thus, it confirms the

FIG. 12. Effect of counterions on mean square displacement, msd, for (a) anions and (b) cations in the reported ionic liquids under dynamic external electric
fields (Emax = 1 V Å−1, ω = 10 GHz) as a function of simulation time, t. Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K. Results are
reported for the first 1 ns after system equilibration.
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TABLE III. Self-diffusion coefficients, D, for the ions in the reported ionic liquids under dynamic external electric fields (Emax = 1 V Å−1) as a function
of field frequency, ω. Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K. β coefficients calculated according to Eq. (5) are reported as
parenthesized values.

Ionic liquid

[BE][CH] [SA][CH] [BE][MP] [SA][MP]

Ion
[BE] [CH] [SA] [CH] [BE] [MP] [SA] [MP]

ω (GHz) 1010 × D (m2 s−1)
0 80 ± 4 (0.98) 94 ± 3 (0.98) 82 ± 3 (0.98) 108 ± 5 (0.99) 64 ± 4 (0.97) 76 ± 4 (0.97) 69 ± 3 (0.97) 93 ± 5 (0.99)
2.45 48 ± 4 (0.97) 55 ± 4 (0.98) 48 ± 4 (0.96) 63 ± 5 (0.97) 32 ± 3 (0.95) 40 ± 3 (0.96) 35 ± 3 (0.95) 48 ± 3 (0.96)
10 46 ± 4 (0.96) 53 ± 3 (0.97) 38 ± 3 (0.96) 51 ± 4 (0.96) 19 ± 1 (0.95) 25 ± 2 (0.95) 22 ± 2 (0.95) 33 ± 3 (0.96)
50 25 ± 2 (0.95) 31 ± 2 (0.96) 16 ± 1 (0.95) 22 ± 2 (0.96) 5.2 ± 0.3 (0.93) 7.6 ± 0.5 (0.93) 5.8 ± 0.5 (0.93) 8.7 ± 0.7 (0.94)
200 2.1 ± 0.1 (0.92) 2.1 ± 0.1 (0.92) 2.2 ± 0.1 (0.92) 2.1 ± 0.1 (0.91) 2.3 ± 0.1 (0.92) 2.2 ± 0.1 (0.92) 2.2 ± 0.1 (0.92) 2.2 ± 0.1 (0.91)

Fickian regime for the considered systems.

β = d log msd

d log t
. (5)

The decreasing molecular mobility with increasing field fre-
quency is clearly inferred from results in Table III, self-
diffusion coefficients decrease ∼97% for all the studied
ions/ionic liquids on going from 2.45 to 200 GHz, which
is a larger effect than those previously reported for im-
idazolium based ionic liquids.28 English et al.28 reported
that the effect of field frequency on molecular mobility de-
creases with increasing Emax of the applied field, i.e., they ob-
tained for [1,3-dimethylimidazolium][hexafluorophosphate]
decrease of 70% and 14% on going from 2.45 to 200 GHz
for 0.1 and 0.25 V Å−1, respectively, whereas we have ob-
tained ∼97% decrease in the same frequency range at 1 V
Å−1 for cholinium-based ionic liquids. Therefore, cholinium-
based ionic liquids show most remarkable changes in their
translational behaviour under dynamic EEFs than classic
imidazolium-based ionic liquids. Results reported in Table III
show that self-diffusion coefficients under dynamic EEFs are
larger for cations than for anions, for all the studied com-
pounds, with the exception of behaviour at 200 GHz for which

they are almost equal. This is opposite to the behaviour of
these fluids in absence of electric fields, for which anion dif-
fusivities are larger than cation ones,22 nevertheless, results
reported in Figure 10 under static EEFs showed that for fields
with intensities larger than 0.1 V Å−1 cation diffusivities are
larger than anion ones, which is maintained under dynamic
EEFs, even for high frequency fields at 1 V Å−1.

Intermolecular (interionic) energies, Eint, split in their
coulombic and Lennard-Jones contributions, under static
and dynamic EEFs were calculated and are reported in
Figures 13 and 14. Results reported in Figure 13 for the
Eint variation under static EEFs as a function of field inten-
sity show that increasing field intensities lead to decreasing
Eint, in absolute value, with almost equivalent patterns for
all the studied ionic liquids. Nevertheless, whereas Lennard-
Jones contributions almost vanish for 1 V Å−1, the coulombic
(purely electrostatic) contributions show very weak changes
even for the stronger applied fields, decreasing ∼3% for
cholinium based ionic liquid and ∼5% for piperazinium based
compounds. Likewise, for the weaker fields, intensities lower
than 0.25 V Å−1 the effect of static EEFs is very weak.
This behaviour of Eint would justify the changes in self-
diffusion coefficients under static EEFs reported in Figure 10.

FIG. 13. Anion–cation intermolecular (interionic) interaction energies, split in (a) electrostatic and (b) Lennard-Jones contributions for the reported ionic
liquids under static external electric fields (ω = 0) as a function of field intensity (E = Emax). Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at
450 K for the reported ionic liquids. Continuous lines are showed for guiding purposes.
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FIG. 14. Intermolecular (interionic) interaction energies, split in (a) electrostatic and (b) Lennard-Jones contributions for the reported ionic liquids under
dynamic external electric fields (Emax = 1 V Å−1) as a function of field frequency, ω. Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K.
Results are reported for the first 1 ns after system equilibration.

Moreover, we should remark that piperazinium based com-
pounds show larger coulombic contributions, in absolute
value, than cholinium based ones, whereas the reverse trend
is obtained for Lennard-Jones terms, in the full studied inten-
sity range. The effect of field frequency is reported in Fig-
ure 14, increasing frequencies lead to larger Eint values, both
for coulombic and Lennard-Jones contributions, which would
justify the lower diffusivities with increasing EEFs intensities
reported in Table III. Therefore, the most remarkable varia-
tions for Eint under both static and dynamic EEFs rise from
the Lennard-Jones contributions, this can be justified consid-
ering the presence of hydroxyl groups in [CH] cation and
[SA] anion, which would lead to anion-cation hydrogen bond-
ing being strongly affected, weakened, by applied EEFs. The
applied EEFs lead to ions rotation to align with the EEFs,
as reported in previous paragraphs, these rotations lead to
molecular arrangements which do not fulfil the required an-
gles and distances to develop hydrogen bonding, thus lead-
ing to the decreasing interaction energies with increasing field
intensities.

The structural changes at the nanoscopic level un-
der EEFs is analysed using radial distribution functions
(RDFs) and spatial distribution functions (SDFs). Center-of-
mass anion-cation RDFs under static EEFs are reported in
Figure 15 as a function of field intensity. Reported results
show the weakening of RDFs with increasing field intensity;
while the first peak, appearing in the 5–6 Å range, decreases
its intensity, the second peak, in the 11–12 Å range, vanishes
for the larger field intensities. We have calculate the percent-
age change in the number of ions surrounding a counterion
in the first interaction shell, from the integration of the cor-
responding RDFs up the first minima, Figure 16. The results
show decreasing number of counterions surrounding an ion
with increasing field intensity, for all the studied ionic liq-
uids, but this effect is not very strong, in agreement with the
behaviour of coulombic contributions reported in Figure 13.
Likewise, the effect of field frequency under dynamic EEFs
on the number of counterions surrounding an ion is reported
in Figure 17, increasing values are obtained with increasing
frequency, and thus, leading to increasing interaction ener-

gies, in absolute value, and decreasing ion diffusivities. For
high frequencies the ion rotation for alignment with EEFs is
not as effective as for the lower frequencies, Figure 7, and
thus, anion-cation interactions are not so effectively weak-
ened, then, increasing the number of counterions surrounding
a certain ion. A more detailed picture of the spatial changes
in the fluids nanostructuring may be obtained from SDFs. We
report in Figure 18 SDFs for [BE][CH] (analogous results for
[SA][CH]) and [BE][MP] (analogous results for [SA][MP]),
showing the cation spatial distribution around the anion for
low intensity (0.1 V Å−1) and high intensity (1 V Å−1) EEFs.
In the case of [BE][CH] for low intensities, cation surround

FIG. 15. Center of mass radial distribution functions, g(r), for the reported
ionic liquids under static external electric fields (ω = 0) as a function of field
intensity (E = Emax). Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simu-
lations at 450 K for the reported ionic liquids. Continuous lines are showed
for guiding purposes.
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FIG. 16. Percentage changes of the number of anions surrounding cations,
for the reported ionic liquids, under static external electric fields (ω = 0) as a
function of field intensity (E = Emax,NEmax) in comparison with the values in
absence of external electric field, NE=0. Values were obtained from radial dis-
tribution functions reported in Figure 15 integrating up to the corresponding
first minima. Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at
450 K for the reported ionic liquids. Continuous lines are showed for guiding
purposes.

the COO head group in [BE] anion to develop hydrogen
bonding between this group and the hydroxyl group in [CH]
cation, and thus maintaining a spatial structure almost un-
changed when compared with [BE][CH] in absence of EEF,
Figure 18(a).22 For very intense EEFs, this spatial arrange-
ment vanishes, Figure 18(b), then disappearing anion-cation
hydrogen bonding, in agreement with the behaviour of
Lennard-Jones intermolecular energies reported in Figure 13,
and thus, cations surround anion in a more disperse way.
Analogous results are obtained in the case of [BE][MP],
for low fields, Figure 18(c), a cap on the COO head group
is obtained together with interactions all around the aro-

FIG. 17. Percentage changes of the number of anions surrounding cations,
for the reported ionic liquids, under dynamic external electric fields (Emax

= 1 V Å−1) as a function of field frequency (ω, Nω) in comparison with the
values for static external electric field, Nω=0. Values were obtained from the
corresponding radial distribution functions integrating up to the correspond-
ing first minima. Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simula-
tions at 450 K for the reported ionic liquids. Continuous lines are showed for
guiding purposes.

FIG. 18. Spatial distribution functions of cations around anions for the re-
ported ionic liquids under static external electric fields (ω = 0) for the re-
ported field intensities (E = Emax). Values obtained from NVT molecular dy-
namics simulations at 450 K for the reported ionic liquids. In panels (a) and
(b) we report the distribution of hydroxyl hydrogen in [CH] cation around
[BE] anion, and in panels (c) and (d) the distribution on nitrogen bonded to
methyl group in [MP] cation around [BE] anion. Surfaces show 10 times bulk
density.

matic ring in [BE] anion, on-going to very intense fields,
Figure 18(d), the interaction through the COO head group
disappear and anion–cation interaction is developed prefer-
entially above and below the anon aromatic ring. Therefore
SDFs confirm that the main effect of applied EEFs rises from
orientational changes because of the ions rotation in response
of the applied EEFs, therefore weakening interionic hydrogen
bonding.

Finally, electrical conductivity was calculated using the
transient time-correlation function, TTCF, formalism.45 Elec-
trical conductivity may be obtained from molecular dynamics
simulations under zero-field conditions from charge density
autocorrelation functions using the Green-Kubo approach;
nevertheless, this is not possible for non-equilibrium simu-
lations under static EEFs. English et al.28 used successfully
the TTCF method for calculating electrical conductivities in
imidazolium-based ionic liquids under weak EEFs. Although
electrical conductivities could be also calculated by direct
computation from 〈J(t)/(V × E)〉, where J(t) stands for the
charge density, this approach leads to poor signal-noise ra-
tios specially for low intensities, and thus we decided to com-
pute electrical conductivity from the TTCF approach in the
whole studied intensity range, Figure 19. The reported results
show increasing conductivities with increasing EEFs intensi-
ties, but with remarkable increase for intensities larger than
0.25 V Å−1, in agreement with structural changes reported in
previous paragraphs. The relationship between conductivity
and self-diffusivities, through the Nernst-Einstein equation,
shows a parallel behaviour between results reported in Figures
10 and 19. Likewise, electrical conductivities of cholinium
based ionic liquids is larger than those for piperazinium based
ones, in agreement with stronger coulombic interactions in
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FIG. 19. Electrical conductivity, σ , for the reported ionic liquids under static
external electric fields (ω = 0) for the reported field intensities (E = Emax).
Values obtained from NVT molecular dynamics simulations at 450 K for the
reported ionic liquids. Continuous lines are showed for guiding purposes.

piperazinium based ionic liquids (Figure 13(a)), which would
lead to larger viscosities, lower diffusivities (Figure 10(a))
and lower electrical conductivities. Moreover, the effect of
anion for a fixed cation is less relevant, although [SA] based
ionic liquids are more conductive than [BE] based ones, espe-
cially for very intense fields.

Up to our knowledge, the results obtained in this work
are the first ones for non-imidazolium ionic liquids under
EEFs. Therefore, although a more systematic study on the
effects of ions type should be carried out, a comparison
between the properties reported in this work for cholin-
ium and piperazinium based ionic liquids with the avail-
able literature information for imidazolium based ones could
shed some light into the effects of the type of involved
ions on the extremely complex behaviour of ionic liquids
under EEFs. The study of dynamic properties of 1-alkyl-
3-imidazolium nitrate27, 39, 40 and tetrafluoroborate29 showed
that self-diffusion coefficients increase with filed strength un-
der static EEFs. Zhao et al.29 reported self-diffusion coef-
ficients for 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium increasing up to a
1.1 V Å−1 critical value, and then a sudden decrease. The
appearance of maxima in the evolution of self-diffusion co-
efficients was also reported for 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium
nitrate with a remarkable effect on the critical value of field
strength for which maxima appear,27, 39, 40 i.e., for 1-ethyl-
3-methylimidazolium the maxima appears at roughly 0.1 V
Å−1, whereas for cations containing alkyl chains in the C2
to C12 range the maxima shifts to 0.2–0.3 V Å−1. It should
be remarked the strong effect of anion type on the field
strength for which maxima in self-diffusion coefficients ap-
pear, in the case of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium on going
from nitrate39 to tetrafluoroborate29 shifts the maxima from
0.1 to 1.1 V Å−1. Values reported in this work for cholinium
and piperazinium based ionic liquids showed that for 1 0.1 V
Å−1 static field strengths the maxima in self-diffusion coef-
ficients are still not reached, Figure 10. Likewise, the max-
ima values reported in Figure 10 under the strong 1 V Å−1

static fields (roughly 90 × 10−10 m2 s−1) are almost equal
to those reported for imidazolium ionic liquids with nitrate

and tetrafluoroborate, and thus, the ion type seems to deter-
mine the field strength at which maxima self-diffusion coef-
ficients appear but not the self-diffusion coefficients maxima
values. This behaviour can be justified considering the pre-
viously mentioned stronger intrinsic electric fields in cholin-
ium and piperazinium ionic liquids in comparison with im-
idazolium ones: stronger external fields are required to over-
come stronger intrinsic fields, and thus, self-diffusion maxima
appear at largest EEFs values.

The conductivity obtained in this work for cholinium and
piperazinium ionic liquids may be compared with previous
results for 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate,26

which showed a non-monotonous increase in calculated con-
ductivity with increasing field intensity up to roughly 1
V Å−1, which is in agreement with values reported in
Figure 19, although the maxima values for cholinium and
piperazinium ionic liquids are lower than those for 1-ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate because of their largest
viscosity.

Likewise, structural results reported in Figures 15–18
are in very good agreement with results reported by Shi
and Wang40 for 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium nitrate and the
proposed expansion of ion cages upon strong EEFs. Nev-
ertheless, stronger EEFs are required to obtain remarkable
cage expansions for the case of cholinium and piperazinium
ionic liquids (larger than 0.25 V Å−1) than for 1-ethyl-3-
methylimidazolium nitrate (0.1 V Å−1). Therefore, ionic liq-
uids containing cholinium and piperazinium cations paired
with benzoate and salicylate anions require stronger EEFs to
modify their structuring because of the stronger anion-cation
interactions in the corresponding ion cages in comparison
with traditional alkylimidazolium ionic liquids.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The properties and structure of cholinium and piper-
azinium based ionic liquids under static and dynamic external
electric fields were studied at 450 K using non-equilibrium
molecular dynamics simulations. The obtained results showed
that under static conditions applied external fields have to
overcome intrinsic fields in the studied ionic liquids, which
lead to relevant effects for intensities larger than 0.25 V Å−1.
The applied fields lead to rotational motion of the correspond-
ing ions leading to very important dipolar alignment with the
applied field, which is especially effective for intense fields
under static conditions (80%–99% dipole alignment at 1 V
Å−1) and low frequency fields for dynamic conditions. The
translational response of the studied compounds to the ap-
plied static fields leads to increasing diffusivities, with an
onset value in the 0.1–0.25 V Å−1 range. The translational
movement is characterized by an oscillating behaviour, which
is damped, and it is hindered by the application of high fre-
quency fields. The analysis of intermolecular interaction ener-
gies showed very strong effects of applied fields on Lennard-
Jones type interactions, which is justified by the weakening
of interionic hydrogen bonding by the rotation of ions to align
with the applied field, whereas weaker effects rise for coulom-
bic anion-cation interactions. Structural properties show
decreasing anion-cation interactions, vanishing preferential
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interaction sites, disappearing spatial heterogeneities and
leading to arrangements characterized by the alignment with
the external field. Moreover, the applied external electric
fields lead to very strong increases in fluids electrical con-
ductivity, which is especially relevant for very viscous fluids,
and thus poorly conductive, as the samples considered in this
work. The studied ionic liquids require stronger EEFs to ob-
tain appreciable structural changes in comparison with imida-
zolium ionic liquids.
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